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FOREWORD 

OVERVIEW 

This report, sponsored by Neustar, a TransUnion company, 
explores identity fraud and the necessary steps business 
enterprises must take into consideration as a means of 
streamlining the authentication process while also improving 
the overall client experience with a layered, uniform approach 
to technology. 
 
This report is derived from the 2022 Identity Fraud Study: The 
Virtual Battleground, published by Javelin Strategy & Research 
in March 2022.  
 
Javelin Strategy & Research maintains complete 
independence in its data collection, findings, and analysis. 

Optimizing an enterprise-wide fraud detection initiative isn’t for 
the faint-hearted. The innumerable challenges of preventing 
access to criminals can, at times, start to erode the client 
experience. This unintended consequence has a great 
number of implications across the business enterprise, 
including access to consumer accounts, increases in call 
volumes to customer contacts centers, and a wide array of 
regulatory and compliance concerns that must be 
synchronized as part of a much larger and sensitive enterprise 
risk management program. Hence the need for a carefully 
choreographed plan that uses an array of related 
components within a singular platform capable of delivering 
fraud intelligence across the entire organization. 
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Account-based fraud exploded in 2021. Criminal methodologies are reverting to pre-pandemic 
behaviors. Crime-as-a-service and sophisticated malware attacks have reenergized organized 
criminal groups’ efforts to capture and steal personally identifiable information (PII) that eventually 
results in severe net losses for consumers and their primary financial services providers. 
 
Traditional identity fraud increased 79% from 2020 to 2021. Despite some very mature and highly 
effective technology in the marketplace, organized criminals were still able to take over financial 
accounts and open new, fraudulent accounts that resulted in a combined loss of $24 billion (USD) 
and affected 15 million U.S. adult consumers. The incredible 79% increase from 2020 to 2021 casts 
considerable light on a lagging authentication process.   
 
Consumers’ average loss increases in tandem with identity fraud resolution hours. Consumers are 
dealing with average losses of $1,551 each and spending up to 16 hours trying to resolve their 
identity fraud issues. Many of these hours are spent with primary financial institutions (PFIs) as they 
work through a variety of issues that translate to higher costs for labor, lowered revenue, and 
reputational damage that directly affect financial service providers.  
 
A lack of cohesiveness and sharing of threat intelligence across business verticals leads to more 
fraud losses and a poor client experience. It is not uncommon for organized criminals to use 
identical tactics to insinuate themselves across multiple verticals simultaneously because there is a 
wholesale lack of threat intelligence that analyzes and identifies risk across all business verticals. The 
results of these missteps are higher fraud rates and access denials for legitimate customers.  
 
New-account fraud increased by 109% in 2021. Fraudulent new accounts, loans, and credit cards 
pushed new-account fraud losses to the top, making it the largest loss leader of all Javelin-tracked 
categories. 
 
Account takeover fraud is now an $11.4 billion problem. Consumers lost control of their digital lives in 
2021 as account takeover fraud increased 90% over the research previously conducted by Javelin 
in 2020. 
 
Traditional forms of authentication are weak because of their ubiquity. Companies suffering from 
account-based fraud have to decouple themselves from a dependence on verification methods 
such as knowledge-based questions and static passwords. While ubiquitous, these methods do very 
little to secure the perimeter. Essentially any information that can be stolen from a consumer or 
scraped from social media should be considered unstable and relatively useless as an overall 
means of authentication.   

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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To be effective, authentication must be designed and built around the consumer’s digital identity. 
Legitimate customers aren’t obfuscating their IP addresses or geolocations, but criminals certainly 
are. This is precisely why high value should be placed on tools that differentiate a masked IP address 
from a legitimate one.  
 
Client experience and sentiment must be factored into a successful fraud prevention plan. 36% of 
identity fraud victims expressed a desire to be treated fairly and with empathy when they report 
fraud to their PFI. Likewise, 34% of identity fraud victims demand transparency and clarity regarding 
fraud claims and processes. Ignoring empathy and respect as part of the client experience could 
lead to long-term attrition.  
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Integrate threat assessment and fraud detection practices to maximize operational efficiency. Analyze 
all business verticals for signs of organized criminal activity; doing so will help organizations streamline 
legitimate client access by denying criminal attempts to access sensitive financial information.  
 
Harness mobile device attributes and other mobile intelligence to help reduce fraud. Mobile device 
analytics, as an example, combine several powerful points of validation such as device IDs, mobile 
carrier information, and IP addresses, and should be used for authentication as part of a robust fraud 
detection program.  
 
Leverage a single fraud platform to deliver intelligence across multiple organizational verticals. Fraud 
scores, authentication results, and a wide variety of threat statistics and mitigation results are often 
fragmented and lack transparency. Integrating the information into a singular platform will maximize 
threat intelligence sharing.  
 
Double down on global trust indicators. Using global trust scores can ensure a much stronger 
decisioning process when entities attempt to open new accounts. Attack vectors such as man-in-the-
middle attacks and SIM card swaps can be quickly identified and remediated before they affect a 
large body of legitimate customers or result in substantial losses for the company via new-account 
fraud.  
 
Enable customer contact center parity. Criminals are well aware that some customer contact centers 
lack the same fraud prevention tools and reporting mechanisms that exist in digital channels. 
Organizations need to provision contact centers with the same high-volume tools as other verticals 
within the organization to help reduce fraud losses.   
 
Verify geolocation and IP address signals to reduce fraudulent access. Organizations should use 
technology that analyzes geolocations, IP addresses, and other data typically bound to a legitimate 
customer.  Suspicious activity signals can then be used to deny criminal access based on the likelihood 
of a SIM card swap or the presence of a masking VPN designed to conceal an IP address.  
 
Supplement user IDs and passwords with digital identity authentication methods. Most of the 
information that is readily used today to verify a customer—ranging from Social Security numbers to 
knowledge-based questions—is useless because of the frequency of data breaches and malware and 
the prevalence of stolen credentials for sale on the dark web.  
 
Train customer contact personnel to practice empathy when dealing with identity fraud victims. Simple 
phrases that exhibit concern and summarize the stress associated with identity fraud resolution 
shouldn’t be ignored. A simple “I’m really sorry to hear that you have been struggling to resolve your 
problem” can often defuse a tense customer service experience.  

RECOMMENDATIONS  
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Criminal methodologies are reverting to pre-pandemic behaviors. Crime-as-a-service and sophisticated 
malware attacks have reenergized organized criminal groups’ efforts to capture and steal PII that 
eventually results in severe net losses for consumers and their primary financial service providers. Javelin 
research uncovered incredible losses across every fraud category tracked by the 2022 installment of its 
annual identity fraud study, The Virtual Battleground. The study revealed that despite some very mature 
and highly effective technology in the marketplace, organized criminals were still able to take over 
financial accounts and open new, fraudulent accounts that resulted in a combined loss of $24 billion 
(USD) and affected 15 million U.S. adult consumers. The incredible 79% increase from 2020 to 2021 casts 
considerable light on lagging authentication processes that systemically have affected financial service 
providers nationwide.1  
 
Meanwhile, consumers are dealing with average losses of $1,551 and spending up to 16 hours trying to 
resolve their identity fraud issues. Many of these hours are spent with primary financial institutions as they 
work through a variety of issues that translate into higher costs for labor, lowered revenue, and 
reputational damage that directly affect financial service providers.  
 
As business enterprises grapple with developing and streamlining authentication practices, there are 
often stumbles along the way that erode the client experience and accuracy. Making intelligent data-

ACCOUNT-BASED FRAUD  
EXPLODES IN 2021 

Identity Fraud Losses Cast Attention on Lagging Authentication Practices 
Figure 1. Fraud Losses by fraud type (2021) 

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2022 

1 2022 Identity Fraud Study: The Virtual Battleground, Javelin Strategy & Research, March 2022 
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centric decisions to aid in the prevention of identity fraud, as well as the resulting account-based fraud, is 
often inhibited by a lack of cohesiveness across business verticals. It is not uncommon for organized 
criminals to use identical tactics to insinuate themselves across multiple verticals simultaneously because 
there is a wholesale lack of threat intelligence that analyzes and identifies risk across all business verticals. 
 
New-account fraud increased 109% in 2021 (see Figure 1) and gained an incredible 2 million new 
victims. The breadth of PII available from sources like the dark web marketplace, data breaches, and a 
wide variety of identity fraud scams created ample opportunity for criminals to leverage stolen PII to 
open fraudulent new accounts, accounting for $6.7 billion in financial impact. As new DDA accounts, 
loans, and credit card fraud rose throughout 2021, consumers were left with the ponderous task of 
resolving fraudulent new accounts opened in their name.  
 
The resolution time for new-account fraud took the longest of any category Javelin tracks, racking up an 
estimated 16 hours for consumers who spent a great deal of their personal time in-person and on the 
phone with their financial service providers as they dealt with the numerous tasks involved in cleaning up 
the messes left behind by criminals.  
 
An underlying problem that led to a great deal of new-account fraud in 2021 is a lack of wholesale 
investment in enterprise-wide technology designed to work together across multiple verticals. Identifying 
organized criminals operating in-tandem schemes inside the same company must be accomplished 
with a singular focus on tools that work together to identify and prevent fraud actors from gaining 
access that should be reserved for legitimate 
accountholders. Mobile device analytics, for 
example, combine several powerful points of 
validation such as device IDs, mobile carrier 
information, and IP addresses that need to be 
authenticated before access is granted to 
sensitive accounts. Keep in mind that the work 
isn’t completed after access has been granted. 
Continuous authentication of the accountholder 
is still highly recommended as a means of 
detecting anomalous activity.   
 
Companies suffering from account-based fraud 
have to decouple themselves from a 
dependence on verification methods such as 
knowledge-based questions and static 
passwords. These methods, while ubiquitous, do 
very little to secure the perimeter. Pretty much 
any information that can be stolen from a 
consumer or scraped from social media should 
be considered unstable and relatively useless as 
an overall means of authentication.   

New-Account Fraud:  
A Billion-Dollar Problem 

Figure 2. New-Account Fraud (2019-2021) 

2019 2020 2021 

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2022 
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A lack of visibility across large organizational verticals is a foregone conclusion in most companies 
today. Large corporations have multiple divisions, busy leaders, and an environment that moves so 
quickly that there is little time left for cross-organizational communication. Imagine the delight 
criminals take when one corporate hand is not aware of what the other corporate hand is doing to 
identify or thwart their efforts. Large criminal organizations rely on this high degree of enterprise 
disconnect as a means of improving their opportunities to attack a single organization across 
multiple verticals. It is becoming apparent that criminals are concurrently operating a wide variety 
of threats with the assurance that collective fraud intelligence is not being shared enterprise-wide 
alongside suitable fraud prevention tools. Financial institutions, for example, may experience 
account origination fraud via in-person locations as well as through digital account-opening 
channels—all of which are perpetrated by the same group of criminals. Cross-organizational fraud 
can also penetrate retail lending and customer contact centers when there is a lack of 
interconnectedness that prevents fraud intelligence from flowing in real time to key stakeholders so 
fraud strategy can be deployed to efficiently tackle these issues.  
 
Consider, for instance, the concept of digital identity as a means of making solid authentication 
decisions. Consumers are already coming into the corporate ecosystem through digital access and 
customer contact centers, so why shouldn’t the devices they use help to eliminate bad actors? It 

CORPORATE VERTICALS BENEFIT  
ORGANIZED CRIMINALS 

The Power of One 
Figure 3. The Value of Harnessing Data Intelligence Across the Business Enterprise Via One Platform 

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2022 
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makes sense to harness data through digital identity channels because it is bound to the consumer 
and incredibly hard to manipulate. The same level of trust can be extended to IP addresses and 
geolocation attributes. Legitimate customers aren’t obfuscating their IP addresses or geolocations, 
but criminals certainly are. This is precisely why high value should be placed on technology tools 
that can help to differentiate a masked IP address from a legitimate one. Fraud scores, 
authentication results, and a wide variety of threat statistics and mitigation results are often 
fragmented and lack transparency. Integrating the information into a singular platform will enable 
executive leadership to minimize loss with greater polarity.  
 
Customer contact centers also require the same authentication and fraud prevention tools to help 
stave off criminal threats. Organizations wrestling with new-account fraud need to double down on 
global trust indices that measure threats for every net new potential customer, so that attack 
vectors, such as man-in-the-middle attacks and SIM card swaps, are quickly identified and 
remediated alongside account-based fraud.  
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There is absolutely no mutual exclusivity when it comes to the client experience and healthy fraud 
statistics. Organizations may find it incredibly easy to identify their appetite for risk, then later, 
struggle to meet the expectations of clients who have an entirely different philosophy on 
convenience and personal security. Deciding on a range of fraud basis points may be a slam dunk 
for seasoned risk professionals, but the real stumble and struggle become apparent when the client 
experience is forsaken in favor of statistics.  
 
Javelin research uncovered some unfortunate aspects of the client experience that may translate 
to client attrition and a reduction of non-interest income if left unaddressed over a long period. For 
example, 36% of identity fraud victims expressed a desire to be treated fairly and with empathy 
when they reported fraud to their PFI. Likewise, 34% of identity fraud victims demand transparency 
and clarity regarding fraud claims and processes.   
 
Part of the problem for most financial service providers today is the inability to capture digital, call 
center, and offline information in an ingestible format that facilitates a frictionless experience for 
consumers who are already emotionally battered and weary from poor client experiences and lost 
wages and time associated with resolving identity fraud.   
 

BRINGING THE GOOD SIGNALS FORWARD 
TO INCREASE CLIENT EXPERIENCE 

Superior Client Experience Hinges of Consumer Demand for Reciprocity 
Figure 4. Fraud Victims Expect Fair Treatment 

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2022 
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Bringing the good signals forward to validate a legitimate customer’s request for entry into his or her 
financial accounts should be a high priority for every company. Consumers have expressed their 
need for fair and equitable treatment, and they want to be rewarded with pain-free, frictionless 
access.  
 
As surging losses to account-based fraud are written off by financial service providers wanting to 
make consumers whole again after a fraud incident, it makes perfect sense to use a wide variety of 
data to make stronger decisions that affect new-account origination as well as access to existing 
accounts.  
 
Combining the good signals with a logical, integrated identity management and authentication 
process is entirely achievable and exemplifies the importance and power of one integrated 
platform to achieve the highest levels of customer engagement.  

The Keys to Success 
Figure 5. Important Considerations for a Successful Fraud Prevention Integration 

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2022 
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METHODOLOGY 
The 2022 Identity Fraud survey was conducted online among 5,000 U.S. adults over the age of 18; this 
sample is representative of the U.S. census demographics distribution. Data collection took place 
from Oct. 30 through Nov. 16, 2021. Data is weighted using 18-plus U.S. Population Benchmarks on 
age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, census region, and metropolitan status from the most 
current CPS 
targets.  

© 2022 Escalent and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. This report is licensed for use by Javelin Strategy & Research Advisory 
Services clients only. No portion of these materials may be copied, reproduced, distributed or transmitted, electronically or 
otherwise, to external parties or publicly without the permission of Escalent Inc. Licensors may display or print the content for their 
internal use only, and may not sell, publish, distribute, re-transmit or otherwise provide access to the content of this report without 
permission. 

ABOUT NEUSTAR 
Neustar, a TransUnion company, is a leader in identity resolution providing the data and technology 
that enable trusted connections between companies and people at the moments that matter most. 
Neustar offers industry-leading solutions in marketing, risk and communications that responsibly 
connect data on people, devices and locations, continuously corroborated through billions of 
transactions. Learn how your company can benefit from the power of trusted connections. 
www.home.neustar 
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ABOUT JAVELIN  
STRATEGY & RESEARCH 
Javelin Strategy & Research, part of the Escalent 

family, helps its clients make informed decisions 

in a digital financial world. It provides strategic 

insights to financial institutions including banks, 

credit unions, brokerages and insurers, as well as 

payments companies, technology providers, 

fintechs and government agencies. Javelin’s 

independent insights result from a rigorous 

research process that assesses consumers, 

businesses, providers, and the transactions 

ecosystem. It conducts in-depth primary 

research studies to pinpoint dynamic risks and 

opportunities in digital banking, payments, fraud 

& security, lending, and wealth management. 

For more information, visit 

www.javelinstrategy.com. Follow us on Twitter 

and LinkedIn. 
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